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1. Finance functions include the following EXCEPT?

a.
expenditure function (ans)

b.
investment function

c.
dividend function

d.
liquidity function

2. internal finance is known as ?

a.
liability

b.
assets

c.
contingent funds

d.
equity funds (ans)

3. External finance all the following EXCEPT?

a.
borrowed funds

b.
loans

c.
equity (ans)

d.
debt

4. Finance functions include the following EXCEPT.

a.
expenditure function (ans)
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b.
investment function

c.
liquidity function

d.
dividend function

5. Finance evolved from economics as its branch in the early?

a.
17th century

b.
20th century (ans)

c.
19th century

d.
18th century

6. the field offinance originally covers which of the following?

a.
intruments of Finance (ans)

b.
Fiancial payment

c.
financial markets

d.
financial institutions

7. The mix of equity and debt id called?

a.
dividend payout ratio

b.
liquidity ratio

c.
capital structure (ans)
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d.
acid test

8. which of the following is the common denominator for the full range of activities 
performed in the business?

a.
cheques

b.
money (ans)

c.
credit

d.
banks

9. the provision of money at the time it is required isdescribed as ?.

a.
finance (ans)

b.
revenue

c.
expenditure

d.
cash

10. The risk that threatens the complete or partial loss of a business entity can be 
classified under the following headings Except?

a.
economic risk

b.
presidential risk (ans)

c.
technical risk

d.
physical risk
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